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Ahatza 
Robot manipulators are designed to perform tasks which would otherwise be executed by a

human operator. No manipulator can even approach the speed and accuracy with which humans
execute these tasks. But manipulators have the capability to exceed human ability in one

particular area: strength. Through any reasonable observation and experience, the human's

abilitytoperform a varietyofphysicaltasksislimitednot by hisI intelligence,but by his physical

strength. If,inthe appropriateenvironment,we can more closelyintegratethe mechanical power
ofa machine with intellectuallydrivenhuman hand under the supervisorycontrolofthe human's

intellect,we will then have a system which is superiorto a loosely-integratedcombination of a
human and his fullyautomated robotas in the present day roboticsystems. We must therefore

developa fundamental approach to the problem ofthis"extending"human mechanical power in
certainenvironments. "Extenders"willbe a classof robotsworn by humans to increasehuman

mechanical ability,while the wearer'sintellectremains the centralintelligentcontrolsystem for

manipulating the extender. The human body, in physicalcontactwith the extender,exchanges
information signals and _ with the extender.

Commands are transferred to the extender via the contact forces between the wearer and the

extender as opposed to use of joystick (master arm), push-button or key-board to execute such
commands that were used in previous man amplifiers. Instead, the operator becomes an integral

part of the extender while executing the task. In this unique configuration the mechanical power
transfer between the human and extender occurs in addition to information signal transfer.
When the wearer uses the extender to touch and manipulate an object, the extender transfers to the
wearer's hand, in feedback fashion, a scaled-down value of the actual external load which the
extender is manipulating. This natural feedback force on the wearer's hand allows him to "feel"
the scaled-down value of the external forces in the manipulations. Extenders can be utilized to

maneuver very heavy loads in factories, shipyards, airports, and construction sites. In some
instances, for example, extenders can replace forklifts. This article describes the experimental

results for a prototype extender 2.

1. Introduction

Manipulators have the potentialto exceed human abilityin one particulararea,strength.

The abilityof a human to liftheavy objectsisdetermined by his own muscular strength. The

abilityof a robot manipulator to perform the same tasks depends upon the availableactuator
torque. A relativelysmallhydraulicactuatorcan supply a largetorque. In contrast,the muscular

strengthof the average human isquitelimited. Extenders willbe a classofrobot manipulators
which willextend the strengthofthe human arm, while maintaining human controlofthe task.

The extender isdistinguishedfrom conventionalmaster-slave3 systems;the extender isworn by

1 The pronouns "he" and "his" used throughout this article are not meant to be gender-specific.
2 For the general analysis on extender dynamics and control, contact H. Kazerooni at the above
address.

3 A master,slave system (tele-operator system) uses a control joystick of similar geometry to the

manipulator for input. The joystick has position transducers at the joints to measure
displacement, and the output from these transducers is used as an input to the manipulator. Thus
the motion of the manipulator follows that of the joystick. The joystick is called the master
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the human forthe purpose of directtransferof power. Consequently, there isactualphysical

contactbetween the extenderand the human, allowingtransferofmechanical power in additionto

information signals4. Because of thisunique interface,controlofthe extender trajectorycan be

accomplished without any type of joystick,keyboard, or master-slave system. The human

provides an intelligentcontrolsystem to the extender,while the actuatorsensure most of the

necessarystrengthtoperform the task. The key pointisthe conceptof"transmissionofpower and

information signals". The human becomes a part of the extender, and "feels"some scaled

version of the load that the extender is carrying. In contrast,in a conventionalmaster-slave

system,thehuman operatormay be eitherata remote locationorclosetothe slavemanipulator,but

he is not in directphysicalcontactwith the slavein the sense of transferof power. Thus the

operatorcan exchange informationsignalswith the slave,but mechanical power isnot exchanged

directly.In a typicalmaster-slavesystem, natural forcereflectiondoes not occur because the

human and the slavemanipulator are not in directphysicalcontact. Instead,a separateset of

actuatorsarerequiredon themaster toreflectforcesfeltby the slaveback tothe human operator5.

In the extendersystem,the inputtothe extenderwillbe derivedfrom the setofcontactforces

resultingfrom the contactbetween the extenderand thehuman. This setofcontactforcesisbeing

used to manipulate an objectin addition to generating information signalsfor the extender

control. Note that forcereflectionoccursnaturallyin the extender,the human arm willfeela

scaleddown versionofthe actualforceson the extenderwithout a separatesetofactuators.For

example, ifan extenderisused tomanipulate a 100 Ibfobject,the human may feel10 Ibfwhilethe

extender willtake the restofthe load. The 10 Ibfcontactforceisused not onlyformanipulationof
the object,but alsoforgeneratingthe appropriatesignalstothe extendercontroller.In otherwords,

the contactforcebetween the human and the extenderismeasured, appropriatelymodified(inthe

sense of controltheory to satisfythe performance and stability),and used as an input to the

extender control,in additionto being used foractualmaneuvering.

A simple example isgiven in Figure la to show some fundamental concepts about the

extender. Figurela shows a one degreeoffreedom extender,moving a load. Ifthe loadweight is

LU, at equilibrium,the followingequalityistrueforthe extender.(Figurelb)

_" + feh=W L (1)

where _ isthe actuatortorqueand feisthe forceimposed by the human on the extender.The goalis

to develop a controlalgorithmin the system such that feh isalways a constant portionof _:.In

otherwords, the human always feelsa scaleddown versionofthe actualnecessaryforceto liftthe
load. Suppose the load weighs 100 pounds, while L=2'and h=r, itisthen desiredto controlthe

extender such that fe=10 Lbf, for example, while _=190 Lbf.ft. Note that the 10 Lbf on the

extender,imposed by human, is the amount of force that isused tohelp liftingthe load. The

human willfeelthis10 l.bfas a reactionforce(toward down in Figure 1). The human uses this

forceas a naturalreflectionto feelthe scaleddown versionofthe actualforce. Ifthe system is
accelerating,the total load in liftingLU with accelerationof _ e and velocityof ve is [W L

Sin{e]•Jx;elwhere J isthe moment ofthe inertiaofthe extenderand load.(e ismeasured from a

verticalline).

• "÷ feh=UJL SIn{e]÷Jv e (2)

A controlalgorithm must be designedsuch thatfeb is constantand a smallportionof_:.

manipulator,and the mechanical manipulatoriscalledthe slave.Ideally,the motion ofthe slave
willbe identicaltothatofthe master.

4The human-machine interactionin activesystems has been traditionallycharacterizedby the

exchange of "information signals"only. For example in human-computer interaction,the
human sends information signalsto the computer via a keyboard. In another example, a car

driversends an informationsignalto the engine by pushing the accelerator.There is no power

transformationbetween the driverand the car;the driverdoesnotfeelthe loadon the car.

5 The eliminationof force feedback in remote master-slave manipulation may resultin poor

positioningprecisionand possibleinstability[18,25].
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2. History_ and Background
The extender employs a direct physical contact between the human and the manipulator for

the purpose of accepting power and information signals. The concept of a device to increase the
strength of a human operator using a master-slave system has existed since the early 1960s. The
concept was originally given the name "man-amplifier". The man amplifier was defined as a

type of manipulator which has the effect of greatly increasing the strength of a human operator,
while maintaining human supervisory control of the manipulator. Note that previous systems

were designed based upon the master-slave concept, rather than the direct physical contact between
human and manipulator for the pur!_ose of power and information signals [4, 8,9,10,11,17,20,21, 22].

actuator force sensor
load

extender

elastic material

for comfort only

Figure 1: a: One degree of freedom (dof) experimental extender, b:The free body diagram of
the extender, c: The experimental one dof extender at the University of Minnesota. This

experimental extender is made of steel (160 Ibf) to simulate the load.

In contrast with the Hardiman and other man amplifiers, the extender is not a master-

slave system. There is no joystick or master device for information transfer. Instead, the human
operators commands to the extender are taken directly from the interaction force between the
human and the extender. This interaction force is also used to help the extender manipulate an

object. In other words, the power and information signals transfer simultaneously at one point.
The controller developed for the extender translates the signals representing the interaction force

signals into a motion command for the extender. This allows the human to initiate tracking
commands to the extender in a very natural way 6 .

6 A point must be made about what we mean by "natural way". If "talking" is defined as a
natural method of communication between two people, then we would like to communicate with a

computer by talking rather than using a keyboard. The same is true here; if we define
"maneuvering the hands" as a natural method of moving loads, then we would like to only move
our hands to maneuver a load, as opposed to using any keyboard or joystick.
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Someof the major areas of applicationfor the extender might include manufacturing,

construction,loading and unloading aircraft,maneuvering cargo in shipyards, foundries,
mining or any situationwhich requirespreciseand complex movement of heavy objects.Two

main categories of manipulation have been defined for the extender: r-{gl2JJ.ajj1_],and
_. In unconstrained maneuvers, the extender is free to move in all directions

without any interactionwith another system. On a factoryfloorwhere heavy objectsneed to be

moved about,the extender couldbe worn by a worker who would then have the abilityto liftand

carrythese objects.This would be an example ofunconstrainedmaneuvering. Currently,heavy
piecesmay be moved about by forklifts,pulleys,cranesor similarequipment. The extender will

offeran advantage overthesemethods because itisdesignedtofollowthe human arm motions ina

very "natural" way. The human will be able to manipulate heavy objects more easily without the
use of any key board, joy stick or push button. It is expected that the human operator will be able to

maneuver heavy loads with greater dexterity, speed, and precision. In comparison with existing
systems such as forklifts, pulleys, and cranes, the extender offers the human the opportunity to
adjust the orientation of objects. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the architecture for a prototype
multi-dof extender being built at the University of Minnesota. This type of motion may be
required for manipulating cargo in a shipyard, assembly tasks, or in a construction application
such as installing large windows. The extender is shown without a base for clarity. In reality, the
extender might be attached to a mobile or stationary base. Also note that the sleeve into which the
human's arm would be inserted is eliminated in the interest of clarity.

The second category of manipulation with the extender is constrained manipulation. This
type of manipulation includes any movement which requires interaction with a third object, the
"environment". Examples of constrained manipulation by the extender might include operation
of a pneumatic jack, bending of materials, or press fitting.

Figure 2: The schematic representations of the prototype extender, being built at the
University of Minnesota.

The extenderalsohas the potentialtobecome a usefulupper limb orthosisforthe physically
impaired. An orthosisis an externallyapplied device which improves the functionalityof an

impaired limb7. The main purpose of an orthosisisto enhance the functionalityofexistingbody

segments, in contrastwith a prosthesis,which servesto replacebody segments [2,3,5,23,and 24].
The extender would be classifiedas an orthosis,ratherthan a prosthesis,because itwould

enhance existingmotor abilityinstead of replacingan absent segment. The extender would

augment the liftingabilityof the patientand alsoallow continueduse ofthe patient'sremaining
motor ability.For a patientto employ the extender,he must have some abilityto move his arm.

7Appropriate modification of the extender for this use would include decreasing the overall size of

the extender, decreasing the size of the actuators used, and improving the cosmetic appearance of
the extender. Recent discoveries in superconductivity may lead to design and construction of
electric motors with high power to weight ratio so they can be employed to power the extender.
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The capability for some motion is necessary because the extender requires motion from the user in
order to move. Thus, the patient must use his remaining muscle ability to drive the extender. The
extender would serve to improve the patient's limb function while utilizing the remaining natural

limb function.

3. Experimenta 1 Extender
To understand the issues in control and dynamics involved in human/machine

interaction, the control of an experimental one dof extender is described (Figure lc). The general
building blocks on nonlinear dynamics and control (in particular the stability of the human and
extender taken as a whole) are given in references 7 and 11. Figure 3 shows the schematic of the

control loop for a one dof experimental extender. Two forces add up to maneuver the extender: f,
and _'. The contact force between the human and the extender, re, is the result of human intention

to move up the extender and the actuator torque, % is the result of the feedback. A velocity
controller is chosen as the lowest level of control for the extender so the extender is stabilized

independently of the human dynamic behavior 8.

force sensors load

velocity
controlled

actuator

measurements of
the contact forces

Figure

, a compensator
on the contactforce,fe

mput command forthe

velocitycontrolledactuator

3: The schematic of the one dof extender, fe is the force imposed on the extender by

the human. _ and v e are the torque and the velocity of the extender.

The interaction force between the human and the extender is simply fed back and used (after

passing through the compensator, H) as an input to the velocity controlled extender. When the
human pushes against the extender, the contact force, re, is measured and passed through the

compensator, H. The output of this compensator is used as the input command for the velocity
controlled actuators of the extender. When the human does not push against the extender, the

contact force, fe, and consequently the input command to the actuator are zero. The zero command
for the velocity controlled actuators results in zero speed for the extender. In other words, when
there is no push from the human, the extender will be stationary. H is of paramount importance in

the stability of the system of the human and the extender taken as a whole 9. For a given load, it is
desirable to have the bandwidth of the extender wide so it can keep up with the high speed motion of
the human arm. It is also desirable to have the contact force remain as small as possible so one

8 Itisofpracticalimportancethatthe extenderbe stablewhen the human isnot wearing it.

9 Similaranalysisisgiven inreferences15 and 16 todescribethe stabilityofan autonomous robot

interactingwith an environment.
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where:

Q| =

Kq =
I =

Kp =

Vll =

Dm =
J =

_e =

Vt =

can maneuver a largeload with a small contactforce10. Ithas been shown in [7]and [11]thatin

order to achievea fastresponse and a small (butnonzero)contactforceone needs largevaluesfor

H. However, one cannot choose an arbitrarilylargevalue forH; the stabilityof the system must

also be guaranteed. References 7 and 11 describethe instabilityvia a formal mathematical

framework. Here itisexplainedhow instabilitymay occurin the system when a largevalue forH

ischosen. Suppose the compensator H has a largegain11 overa frequencyrange ofoperation.If

thehuman decidestomove up the object,the extenderwillmove up with such a largevelocitythatit
pullsthe human arm up. This reversesthe directionofthe contactforcebetween the human and the

extender(downward in Figure3). Then the extenderresponds to the downward forcewith a large
velocitywhich willpulldown the human arm. This periodicmotion occursina very shortamount

oftime and the motion ofthe extenderwillbecome oscillatoryand unbounded. H must be designed

such that itsgain is large enough for the human to maneuver an objectwith high speed while
stabilityisguaranteed.

First,the dynamic behavior ofthe experimentalI dofextenderand itsvelocitycontroller12

is given here. An explanation of how one additional force feedback passing through a

compensator allowingfora stableinteractionwillfollow. The prototypeextenderispowered by an
EXCELLO SS-8-100 limitedrotationhydraulicactuator(100° totalrotation,1800 ft.lbfmaximum

torqueat 3000 psi).A MOOG 72-102 2-stageservovalvehas been used to drivethe actuator.The

servovalvehas the rated flow of40 GPM at 1000 psi,with 0.02 Amps ofthe input current. The

dynamic behavior of a servohydraulicactuatorisgoverned by equations3-5. Equation 3 isthe

valvedynamics while equations4 and 5 representthe flowcontinuityand actuatordynamics [19].

Ql" Kq I-Kp P| (3)
Vt d

Dm + 413e (:It P| (4)

- J _° (5)

load flow (in3/sec)

flowgain (7700 in31sec/AmpforMOOG 72-102,2-stageservovalve)
current todrivethe servovalve

pressure gain

angular velocityofthe extender(rad/sec)

actuatorvolumetricdisplacement(7.62in3/radfor EXCELLO SS-8-100)

moment ofinertiaofthe extenderin Figure 3 (113.6in.lbf.sec2)

hydraulicfluidmodulus ofelasticity(100,000psi)

totalcontainedvolume in actuator(13.3in3 forEXCELLO SS-8-100)

combining equations3-5,equation 6 willresultas an open looptransferfunctionthat maps the

servovalveinput currenttothe extendervelocity.

10The contactforceshouldbe smallbut non-zero.Itisnecessarytohave non-zero contactforce,so

the human always feelsa constantportionofthe actualload.

11 One can use the singular value for linear systems or Lp norm for nonlinear systems to

representthe gain.

12 The nature ofthe velocitycontrollerisnot ofimportance inthisanalysis.One can always use a

number of advanced nonlinear controlmethodologies for the development of robust velocity

controllersfor roboticapplications[26,27]. In the simplest case, one can design a velocity

controllerforeach degree offreedom ofthe extenderindependently,while satisfyingthe extender

closedloopstability.
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where toe and _ are given by the following equations:

C6)

_4 PeDro_toe VtJ {e .._....._ _e_'J_" , = Dm _ Vt

Kq/Dm is a nonlinear function ofthe pressure drop across the valve, the load on the actuator, and
the distance that the valve is stroked away from null. _ is highly nonlinear, and will increase

rapidly past unity as the valve amplitude is increased. The theoretical value of to e in the

neighborhood of the operating is 11.8 hertz 13. The theoretical open loop transfer function (equation
6) was then compared to experimental frequency response to find actual value for toe, _e and

Kq/Dm. Experimental verification of the actuator dynamics was performed by driving the system
with a sinusoidal signal and observing the velocity output from the tachometer. Figure 5 shows the

experimental frequency response of the open loop system. The experimental transfer function

results in a damping ratio _-.45, a hydraulic natural frequency co e = 8.4 hertz, and a plant gain

Kq/Dm=220 rad/sedAmp. Compensator K(s] is then designed to develop a closed loop velocity
control for the extender (Figure 4). Equation 7 shows the proposed transfer function for the

compensator, K[B}. The integrator overcomes the friction forces and the lead compensators

generate positive phase angle for the loop transfer function for stability. Proposing equation 7 for

the compensator, the closed loop transfer function is given by equation 8.

computer _-

Figure 4: The Closed Loop Velocity Control. us is the input velocity command from the

computer. The arguments of the transfer functions have been eliminated in all the block
diagrams, gda: D/A convertor gain(10 Volts / 2048), gb: Servocontroller board gain (.0077

Ampere/Volts), gt: tachometer gain(.SVolts/rad/sec) , gad: A/D convertor gain (2048 / 1.25

Volts)

8 .4.

C-_"÷ 1}C_" 1)
K{S) = Ko s

Vo Ko KdaKbDK--_m( s-'+ 1][ sot _'+1)

G o (s)- _-

Ue (_1-----7e)S_+(2_'---_'e+_'_'_)S2+[l+too _-+_--)S+-fo_

where:

(7)

(8)

"f = Ko Kda Kb Kq Kt Kad (9)
Dm

13This number includes Meritt's 40% reduction factor [19, page 140].
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o_= 90 rad/sec,_ =I00 rad/sec,and Ko=l.6 allow for the widest bandwidth for the closedloop

velocitycontrol. This bandwidth islimitedby the high frequency unmodeled dynamics in the

system [12,13,and 14]. The experimental and theoreticaldimensionless closedloop frequency
responseplots(figure6) show a bandwidth ofapproximately10 rad/sec(1.7hertz).

The next levelofcontrolinvolvesthe designofa compensator thatoperateson the contact

forcebetween the extender and the human. The emphasis of the human arm model ison the
functionalrelationshipbetween the dynamic input and output propertiesof the human arm.

Therefore,there islessconcern about the internalstructureofthe components in the model. The

particular dynamics of nerve conduction, muscle contraction and central nervous system
processingare implicitlyaccounted for in constructingthe dynamic model of the human arm.

With regard to the above assumption two variablesaffectthe human arm trajectory:1) the

commanded trajectoryissued from the human centralnervous system, Uh,and 2) the external

force on the human arm imposed by the extender, fh- The integration of the above two dynamical
properties results in the dynamic equations of the human arm.

Uh = Gh(Uh) + Sh(fh) (10)

1000

radlsec

amp

I00

• . ! •

_simutation

.... experiment

• " I

simulation. ".\

• • ,, expenment - \

radlsec, radlsec
10 . .l .... , 0.01 .... , , ., . ..
0.1 I 10 "1"00 0.1 I 10 100

Figure 5: The Frequency Plot of the Open
Loop Extender, Gp{S]

Figure 6: The Dimensionless Frequency Plot of
the Closed Loop Velocity Dynamic Behavior

Whenever a forceis appliedto the human arm, the end-pointof the human arm willmove in

response. The sensitivityfunction_, isdefinedas a mapping from the imposed forces,fh,on the

hand tothe resultingdisplacementofthe human hand. In the simplestcase,one can think ofSh as

the reciprocalofthe hand muscles. Ghrepresentsthe mapping from commanded trajectoryissued

from the human centralnervous system to the human hand position,Uh. Gh and Sh are generally
nonlinearmappings; however in thisexample they can be consideredas transferfunctionsthat

map Uhand fhtoNh. Figure7 shows the basicstructureforthe closedloopcontrolsystem ofthe one

dof experimental extender. E representsthe physicalcomplianceofthe human arm fleshand the
forcesensorwhich islocatedbetween the human arm and the extender. Since the forcesensoris

very stiff,E willbe dominated by the physicalcompliance of the flesh. Force sensor amplifier

gain,Kf,translatesthe contactforcetoa voltage,which isthen fed intothe computer.
The transferfunctionforthe positionofthe extenderisas follows:

ge Go H Kf E G h Kad

_-= GeHKfEKad+ S[1+ESh] (11)

From equation 11, the largerH ischosen tobe,the closer_ willbe to GhUh and in the limitwhen

H-,oo then Ue-*GhUh (the extender willfollowthe human command perfectly).However one
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cannot choose an arbitrarily large value for H; stability of the system in Figure 7 must also be

guaranteed. Raising the gain of H will increase the extender closed loop bandwidth until a point is
reached where the extender can no longer be operated in a stable manner. The linear stability

condition is given by inequality 12. If one guarantees the condition 14, then the system will
remain stable; however if one does not satisfy inequality 12, no conclusion can be made. On the
other hand, if the system is unstable, then inequality 12 must have been violated.

I
s ( _ ÷ sh )I (12)IHI < I G. Kf Kad

The above stabilityconditiondoes not directlydepend on the internalstructureofthe variables;
one can use various transferfunctionsfor Ge,Shor E with differentordersin inequality12. The

compensator, H, was chosen as a first order filter in order to reject high frequency components of
the command signal which could adversely affect system stability and performance.

H = K-"'b--h "_=.05 sec (13)
_S÷ 1

Since inequality 12 is only a sufficient condition for stability, violation of this condition does not
lead to any conclusion. It was observed experimentally that the closed loop system remains stable
for all Kh< 0.6. Figures 8 and 9 show two stable cases where the extender velocity, v., is

proportional with the extender input, ue. (ue is plotted with the velocity unit as _/KtK,d ; this
allows for dimensionless ratio for these two variables which is consistent with the plot of Figure 6.)

Figure 10 shows an experiment with Kh- 1.7 where the system becomes unstable and oscillates.

Figure 11 shows that the stability criteria has been violated for Kh" 1.7. This shows the

sufficiency of the stability condition.

Figure 7: The difference between the extender position, Ye, and the human arm position, Uh,

results in contact force, f.. The contact force f. affects the human arm in the feedback form

via Sh. E: Flesh Compliance (1201bf/rad at DC), Sh: Arm Sensitivity (0.01 rad/Ibf at DC),

Kf: force amplifier gain (.095 V/lbf')

14 The stability of the system is analyzed by two methods in reference 7. First, the Small Gain

Theorem is used to determine a sufficient condition for stability in a completely general,
unstructured, nonlinear system. Then, a frequency domain sufficient condition for stability of
the linear, time invariant model is determined. The condition for stability is determined using
the multivariable Nyquist Criterion, with the "size" of the operators evaluated in terms of
singular values. The stability criteria in both cases are expressed in terms of size of H in
comparison with the size of other operators in the loop. It is also shown that the stability condition
for linear systems is a sub-class of condition derived by Small Gain Theorem.
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Since the experimental extender is a linear one dimensional system, the exact stability

can be examined by observing the rootlocus ofthe closedloop system. The rootlocus approaches the

imaginary axis as the compensator gain Kh approaches unity. Thus, the root locus analysis

predicts stable operation for Kh<1 while the system experimentally exhibits stable maneuver for

Kh<.6. The stabilitycondition expressed by inequality 12 is a sufficientcondition only and it

cannot predict instability.Examining inequality 12 leads to a smaller value for Kh to guarantee

the stability,than the one offered by root locus. Although the stabilitycriterionexpressed by

inequality 12 leads to a more conservative stabilitycondition,itdoes not depend on the internal
structure ofthe extender and human arm models.
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4. Summary and Conclusion

This paper has presented the concept ofthe extender, which isa manipulator to amplify the

strength of a human. Extenders are distinguished from conventional man amplifiers due to their

exchange of power and information signals when interactingwith the human. The instabilityof

such interactionbetween the human and extender has been addressed. A hydraulic experimental

single degree of freedom extender has been built and tested to verify the control and stability

criterionaddressed in Part II. A multi degree offreedom extender isbeing built at the University
of Minnesota for research work on the extender constrained maneuvers.
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